
   

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Integrate access control  

and time recording directly in 

SAP® SuccessFactors 



 

 

 

   

 

 

Simple and secure  

with jay cloud 
 

 

The cloud-based jay cloud software solution enables 

you to easily organize and manage all your access 

control and time recording tasks in your SAP system. 

You control these critical and sensitive business tasks 

with maximum ease and highest security in the SAP 

SuccessFactors Employee Central, SAP’s cloud 

solution for human resources management.  

 

jay cloud connects the entire dormakaba product 

portfolio with SAP SuccessFactors, combining the 

strengths of the two leading providers of ERP software 

and access and security solutions:   

SAP and dormakaba 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  
 

 

  

The jay cloud solution was co-developed as a solutions extension for 

SAP SuccessFactors together with the SAP Co-Innovation team.  

The application is certified by SAP.  

 

Co-Innovated with SAP 

As a long-standing SAP partner, we offer you a tailor-made 

solution for your company. Benefit from the complete integration 

of your processes in your SAP system and thus from central data 

storage as well as automatic and error-free data exchange. 

Partnership with SAP 

Available in the SAP Store 

Find out more about jay cloud in the SAP Store. 

https://store.sap.com/dcp/en/product/display-2001015356_live_v1/dormakaba-jay-cloud-time-access-visitor
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The most important advantages  

at a glance 
 

 

 

 

Seamless integration into SAP 

SuccessFactors  

Companies can easily manage their entire 

time recording, access control and visitor 

management in SAP SuccessFactors Employee 

Central - with one solution instead of many isolated 

applications. This allows companies to make optimum 

use of their SAP system. 

 

 

 

Development and operation on  

the SAP Business Technology 

Platform 

The SaaS application (Software as a Service) meets 

the highest IT security requirements. jay cloud 

supports your company in its digital transformation.  

 

 

 

Tailored hybrid solutions for 

your journey to the cloud 

With jay cloud, companies can operate all 

HCM on-premise and on-demand solutions in parallel 

(e.g. if individual locations have already switched to 

SAP SuccessFactors while others continue to work 

with SAP HCM). This is how we support companies in 

consolidating their HCM structure. 

 

 

 

More than just an application - 

central all-round service  

We ensure central monitoring and 

maintenance of systems and connected devices with 

the integrated service portal.  Via our customer portal, 

we keep in continuous contact with our customers and 

partners. 

 

Role-based access rights  

Access authorizations can be managed 

directly and in real time from SAP 

SuccessFactors. Access rights are assigned 

automatically based on the roles and functions of 

employees in the company. If employees' roles 

change, their access rights change automatically and 

immediately. 

 

 

 

Time recording - simple, 

accurate and audit-proof  

With jay cloud, employees can record their 

times wherever they occur: on the road or in the 

office, at a terminal, with a smartphone or 

automatically when opening a door. The time events 

are transferred to the HR system in real time and are 

available there for precise payroll accounting. 

 

 

 

Worldwide service and sales 

Thanks to our partner concept with 

dormakaba and our cooperation with 

SAP and SAP consulting firms, we guarantee a 

worldwide service.  

 

 

 

Investment security and future 

viability 

SAP is the world's leading provider of 

ERP software. dormakaba is the leading 

manufacturer of security solutions. Both companies 

stand for innovation, customer focus and long-term 

strategies.  
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Multiple requirements - one solution 
 

Easy operation, maximum flexibility and security – jay cloud facilitates access control and time 

recording significantly and gives you peace of mind, knowing that you have everything under 

control. From HR to IT and security and from the boardroom to every last person in the 

company. 

 

 

 

Benefits for the management 

• More security and transparency, less costs 

• A central, international and company-wide solution 

• High investment security and sustainability 

• jay cloud is a part of the SAP digital strategy 

 

 

Benefits for HR managers 

• All time and access processes can be controlled directly and 

automatically in SAP SuccessFactors 

• Reduced effort for personnel administration 

• No duplicate master data maintenance 

• Reduced workload thanks to ESS functions (Employee Self-Service) 

• Familiar graphical SAP SuccessFactors user interface 

 

 

Benefits for IT managers 

• Full control thanks to a standardized system – fewer interfaces,  

no island solutions 

• Efficient use of SAP systems and infrastructure 

• SAP IT security 

• Certified interfaces 

• Reduced effort for maintenance, support and training 

• Competence and own ability to act within the SAP system 

• Flexibility and expansion friendlyness 

 

 

 

Benefits for security managers 

• Intelligent and scalable access management system with a variety of 

functions and interfaces for additional systems 

• Central monitoring - up-to-date data at all times 

• Access to the system at any time and from anywhere 

• Increased security for buildings, people and IT 

• Integration of the entire dormakaba innovation portfolio, including mobile 

access 

• Comprehensive media management - RFID, biometrics, mobile access 

 

Advantages for employees 

• Easy-to- use access components and time recording terminals 

• Employee self-service functions 

• Web terminal, authorization requests and time corrections 

• Flexible and fast issuing of authorization rights 

• Familiar graphical SAP SuccessFactors user interface 
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The three modules of jay cloud 
 

 

Time 
In cooperation with SAP, we have developed jay cloud, a 

solution for time recording and for integrating time 

recording terminals. Thanks to the latest technology based 

on the SAP Business Technology Platform, it offers 

maximum security and is therefore the ideal complement to 

time management with SAP SuccessFactors.  

Times and activities are recorded where they occur - on 

the move or in the office, at the time recording terminal, 

with a smartphone, in the browser or automatically when 

opening a door.  

jay cloud time creates a solid foundation for efficient time 

management, even with flexible working time models. You 

always have an overview of time balances, absences and 

overtime. 

 
 

 

Access 
Employee access rights are managed directly and in real 

time in SuccessFactors. They are based on the position and 

role that employees have in the company. If their roles 

change, the corresponding access rights change 

automatically and immediately. The HR department or 

security officer can easily and conveniently define and 

assign rights in jay cloud. 

The link via SAP IoT (Internet of things) services ensures 

smart reader-based passage through all types of access 

from simple doors to pedestrian flow control turnstiles and 

gates. These smart readers can be connected to other 

devices such as a video camera or sensors. 

 

Visitors 
jay cloud visitor management provides extensive 

functions for visitor planning, check-in and check-out as 

well as for managing and analyzing visitor data. Visitors 

are issued with personal ID cards on arrival, which 

already contain all the necessary access authorizations. 

Precise access control allows free and secure visitor 

traffic with restrictions to specific times and room zones. 
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The most important apps at a glance 
 

 

 

Master data management. The user has an 

overview of the entire hierarchical 

organizational structure as well as the time 

and access authorizations of the company and 

can build up or trace the objects and their 

relationships to each other in a tree structure.  

 

 

Employee management. This app is 

designed primarily for HR managers and 

employees. The app enables HR managers to 

quickly and easily assign access profiles and 

identification media to employees and manage 

their data, media and access rights. 

Employees get a quick overview of the 

relevant master data, current and future 

access authorizations as well as ID cards and 

other access media. 

 

 

Attendance board. This app provides an 

overview of the attendance status of all 

employees and external persons. The status is 

determined based on the last time or access 

bookings. The overview can be limited to 

specific rooms, zones, buildings or locations.  

 

Web Terminal - time recording "on the go".  

The Web Terminal works like a physical time 

recording terminal - on a smartphone or 

desktop computer.  

All bookings for the day can be displayed in 

the web terminal - optionally including 

balances. The recorded time events are 

immediately transferred to the SAP 

SuccessFactors Time Sheet or another 

connected time management system. 

 

 

Booking monitor for all time and access 

bookings.  

Overviews, reports and evaluations of all time 

and access bookings are called up here. Shift 

reports are also available. 

 

 

Evacuation list. In emergency situations, it 

provides a quick overview of the people who 

are in a particular room zone. It is based on 

the last access bookings of all persons. The 

generated lists can be printed out or sent to 

an e-mail distribution list, e.g. the fire 

department. The lists can be used at the 

collection point to check attendance. 
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Hardware components for jay cloud 
 

 

 

We recommend dormakaba hardware for time 

recording and access control 

 

 

Time recording 

The small dormakaba terminal 96 00 with its touch-

sensitive 4-inch display is designed for the standard 

scope of time recording. The dormakaba terminal 97 

00 with its 7-inch display and many options is suitable 

for users who expect more than just time recording. 

 

 

Access control 

The hardware solutions for access control include 

components such as access readers, electronic and 

mechatronic door fittings and a wide range of media. 

 

 

IoT Gateway 

The IoT Gateway connects the access and time 

recording hardware to jay cloud via the SAP IoT 

services. This ensures that the existing infrastructure 

can be used without a local server installation.
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Fact check: What is a real cloud-native solution? 

 
 

✓ jay cloud is a multi-tenant Software as a Service 

(SaaS) application. It is based on the SAP 

Business Technology Platform, Cloud Foundry 

Environment. 

✓ Each customer has its own sub-account on the 

SAP Business Technology Platform - with its own 

isolated database area. 

✓ The customer benefits from the high level of 

investment and the high speed of innovation with 

which SAP continues to expand its cloud platform.  

✓ The regular updates, extensions and security 

patches are always available immediately. Version 

upgrades take place without downtime. Devices 

and applications are always up to date. 

✓ jay cloud is certified by SAP and undergoes 

regular vulnerability and penetration tests. 

✓ Highest availability of the cloud solution, with the 

additional option of offline operation of the devices 

in the event of network problems 

✓ Data is stored in accordance with the EU's strict 

data protection guidelines (GDPR). 

✓ The company does not need to provide any IT 

infrastructure - the devices communicate directly 

with the cloud (only firewall settings are required).  

✓ jay cloud can only be accessed via a web browser. 

No software installation is necessary.  

✓ Login is simple and secure via the customer's 

corporate identity provider (IDP) and single sign-

on.  

✓ Access to jay cloud is possible anytime and 

anywhere - from a computer, tablet or smartphone 

or via a time terminal. 

✓ Central device management - monitoring of all 

devices, services and interfaces in jay cloud 

✓ Proactive monitoring and maintenance by the 

Poksundo operating and support team. 

✓ jay cloud is another building block in your 

company's digital strategy. 

 

A native cloud solution ensures maximum IT security. 

  

The principles of SAP security 
jay cloud is developed and operated on the SAP®  Business Technology Platform. 

 

• SAP's data centers are subject to high security standards and are certified in 

accordance with ISO 27001.  

• SAP does not transfer any customer data outside the defined area and does not pass 

on any information to unauthorized third parties. 

• All SAP Data Centers are under video surveillance around the clock and are protected 

by security personnel. 



 

 

Open for third-party systems 
 

 

 

Integration of third-party systems  

jay cloud is an open modular system.  

Third-party systems such as alarm systems, video 

management and building information systems can 

be easily integrated and orchestrated via the SAP 

Business Technology Platform. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Would you like to make an appointment? 
 

Please call us, write us an e-mail or use this link: 

 

Poksundo GmbH 

A spin-off of the dormakaba Group 

Kanzleigasse 18 

78050 Villingen-Schwenningen 

www.poksundo.com 

info@poksundo.com  

Tel: +49 7721 8070723 

 

 

 

Let’s meet 

® 2024 Poksundo GmbH 

Sales Brochure jay cloud EN 2024-01 

http://www.poksundo.com/
https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/Poksundo1@poksundo.com/bookings/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/poksundo

